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Abstract
Performing Route Origin Validation (ROV) to filter

BGP announcements, which contradict Route Origin

Authorizations (ROAs) is critical for protection against

BGP prefix hijacks. Recent works quantified ROV

enforcing Autonomous Systems (ASes) using control-

plane experiments.
In this work we show that control-plane experi-

ments do not provide accurate information about ROV-

enforcing ASes. We devise data-plane approaches for

evaluating ROV in the Internet and perform both control

and data-plane experiments using different data acquisi-

tion sources. We analyze and correlate the results of our

study to identify the number of ASes enforcing ROV,

and hence protected with RPKI.
We perform simulations with the ROV-enforcing

ASes that we identified, and find that their impact on

the Internet security against prefix hijacks is negligible.

As a countermeasure we provide recommendations how

to cope with the main factor hindering wide adoption

of ROV.

I. Introduction

The Internet’s routing infrastructure with Border Gate-

way Protocol (BGP) has a long history of BGP prefix

hijacks due to benign misconfigurations and malicious

attacks, causing failures, outages and traffic intercep-

tion, e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].
BGP prefix hijacks have detrimental impact on stabil-

ity and security of the Internet services and clients. The

significance of BGP along with its insecurity generated

multiple efforts to devise defenses. To allow networks to

authenticate their prefixes the IETF designed and stan-

dardized Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [7].

RPKI deployment consists of two complementary pro-

cesses: Issuing Resource Origin Authorizations (ROAs)

and performing Route Origin Validation (ROV). ROAs

bind IP address blocks to owner ASes, listing which

ASes are authorised to originate routes for a given IP

prefix. BGP routers then perform ROV using ROAs in

order to filter routing announcements that violate the

ROAs. This allows to detect and suppress IP prefix

hijacks, in which an attacker or a misconfigured BGP

router announces an IP address block that belongs to

another AS. In addition to preventing prefix hijack

attacks RPKI also forms a basis for other BGP security

proposals, such as [8], [9], [10], for preventing more

advanced and sophisticated attacks, such as path ma-
nipulation, [11].

Despite RPKI’s importance for Internet security and

extensive efforts to push its deployment forward, its

adoption is progressing slowly and the networks are still

exposed to traffic hijacks and outages due to miscon-

figurations and malicious attacks. Significant efforts are

focused on understanding the security landscape of BGP

and on evaluating the deployment of RPKI (i.e., the

prefixes with ROA objects and ROV enforcing ASes),

and identifying obstacles towards its wide adoption [12],

[13], [14].

Quantifying prefixes for which ROA objects were

created is easy, they are published in public RPKI

repositories. Therefore, the number of ROAs and its

growth rate are publicly known. Adoption of ROAs is

progressing slowly yet there is a steady increase in the

number of certified resources, most notably in RIPE

NCC service region, which is leading the growth of pub-

lic ROA repositories. Recent measurements show that

about 6.5% of IP prefixes advertised in BGP are covered

by ROAs [15], [16] but unfortunately, a large fraction of

those ROAs are erroneous, [17], [18], [13]. Erroneous

ROAs often cause ASes to lose legitimate traffic, hence

demotivating enforcement of ROV filtering. How many

ASes are performing ROV?

In contrast to measuring ROA growth rate, evaluating

ROV adoption is a challenging task. How can one

measure remotely whether some AS in the Internet

performs ROV without having presence on that AS
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nor having access to the routers on the network of the

AS? A number of studies evaluated the implications of

enforcing ROV locally on their own networks, [17],

[18], [19], [14], and suggested that deploying ROV

is likely to cause disruption of legitimate traffic. A

recent study [13] examined ROV adoption in the In-

ternet by a passive observation of existing BGP paths

from multiple vantage points of 19 RouteViews [20]

collectors and provided an upper bound on non-ROV

enforcing ASes. The approach in [13] is based on

observations of invalid prefix propagation in the Internet

and measurements of ROV enforcement by leveraging

valid BGP announcements as well as invalid ones, i.e.,

those that contradict ROAs. The study then checked for

ASes that are on the paths towards the valid prefix but

not on paths of the invalid prefix, hence concluding

that those ASes filter invalid routes with ROV. Their

findings showed that most large ASes did not deploy

ROV and they estimated that 9 out of the top 100

ASes could potentially be enforcing ROV. The study

in [13] was based on uncontrolled experiments using

control-plane data with only the BGP announcements

that were generated by other ASes, none of which

actively participated in the measurements. As a result

the experiment could only provide partial information

about the propagation path and even less information

on the factors causing the propagation patterns, hence

resulting in limited coverage and high false positives.

A subsequent study [21] argued that with uncon-
trolled experiments one cannot differentiate between

the different causes for filtering of the invalid routes,

and that often filtering of an invalid route is applied

not due to ROV enforcement but also due to other

factors, such as traffic engineering. To address this

concern, [21] describes an approach for performing

controlled experiments using BGP announcements and

ROAs in combination with control-plane observations

using RouteViews [20] and RIPE RIS [22] vantage

points, and shows that the number of ASes performing

ROV is smaller than the number that was found by [13].

Our work is inspired by these previous efforts to

evaluate ROV adoption. We show that the previous

methods do not accurately measure ROV deployment

in the Internet, since these previous works solely relied

on the BGP data from the (limited) set of RouteView

collectors [20]. We perform an in depth evaluation by

using, in addition to control-plane, also data-plane mea-

surements. Furthermore, we use a significantly larger

and more diverse set of collectors. Our results show sig-

nificant differences, and indicate that complete reliance

on the RouteView collectors can be quite misleading.

Unfortunately, our results indicate that ROV de-

ployment has an even lower impact than is expected

based on previous works. Our results show that a vast

majority of the ASes and of Internet users are not

taking advantage of ROV and are hence vulnerable to

prefix hijack attacks. This is demonstrated with our

experiments where we propagate incorrect BGP an-

nouncements (contradicting ROAs) which are accepted

by most of the networks.
Contributions. In this work we explore ROV adop-

tion in the Internet. We perform controlled experiments

and combine control and data plane routing information.

Furthermore, in addition to the experiments performed

in [13], [21] we perform two additional data collection

experiments measuring real routing on the Internet, then

compare and analyze the results. Our results show that

there are discrepancies between the ROV percentage

observed in vantage points and the real routing in the

Internet, and that vantage points often do not reflect

the accurate Internet routing but provide only a partial

view. Our results portray a gloomy illustration of BGP

security: the number of ASes enforcing ROV is smaller
than was found in [13] and even smaller than in
[21]. Using these results we perform simulations to

demonstrate the scale of insecurity to prefix hijacks.

We provide recommendations for coping with erroneous

ROAs, to motivate more ASes to enforce ROV.
Organisation. In Section II we present our methodol-

ogy. We initiate with an active controlled control-plane

experiment in Section III. Then in Sections IV and V we

present our new approaches for ROV evaluation using

data-plane, and describe the experimental evaluations

based on them, along with the results. In Section VII we

discuss the impact of the current ROV adoption on In-

ternet security against BGP prefix hijacking and provide

recommendations for countermeasures. We compare the

results obtained from the three different approaches in

Section VI and conclude this work in Section VIII.

II. Evaluation Methodology

We devised two new approaches using data-plane for

evaluating enforcement of ROV and performed two

new experiments based on our approaches. The first

approach (Section IV) is based on traceroute evaluations

with RIPE Atlas and the second (Section V) is with

TCP connection establishment to 1.25M-top Alexa web

servers [23]. We also ran a control plane experiment

(Section III) following an approach in [21] in order to

validate our setup and results. Control-plane experiment

with RouteViews and RIPE RIS is the only method

that was used in prior work – it results in low noise

and no bad paths. In RIPE Atlas traceroute and TCP

probing experiments there are inverted paths (with dif-

ference in routing opposite to ROAs), furthermore, the

measurements result in significant noise, hence require

filtering out randomness from the data. Our work shows
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that although control plane experiments are easier to

launch, they are less accurate than our two new data-

plane approaches and hence inferior. Specifically, the

control-plane experiment produces results which are too

positive and do not reflect the state of ROV deployment

in the Internet.

Our study was performed over the period of five

months, between February 2017 and June 2017, and

is based on a controlled IPv4 prefix hijacking exper-

iment. During all the experiments we announce two

beacon prefixes P1 ≡ 188.227.158.0/24 and P2 ≡
188.227.159.0/24. Both prefixes were announced

from two distinct, geographically separated and metic-

ulously selected Autonomous Systems (ASes) A1 ≡
AS29134 and A2 ≡ AS378. The prefixes P1,P2 and

the Autonomous Systems Numbers (ASNs) A1,A2 are

assigned to organizations that operate in RIPE NCC

service region.

We created ROAs for the experimental prefixes and

ASNs in RIPE hosted RPKI system in each evaluation

batch according to the following table:

Measurement period Published ROAs

February 2017 - May 2017 ρ1 = {(P1,A1),(P2,A2)}
June 2017 ρ2 = {(P1,A2),(P2,A1)}

We next describe the approaches and the results from

the experimental evaluations.

III. Control-Plane Analysis

In this approach, used by [13] for an uncontrolled

experiment, and later by [21] for a controlled experi-

ment, valid and invalid (contradicting the ROAs) BGP

announcements are propagated in the Internet. Analysis

is then performed to check which routes the vantage

points choose for the announced prefixes. We perform

a similar experiment with active controlled manipulation

of BGP announcements and of ROAs. This experiment,

similarly to [13], [21], is limited to the control-plane

observations. During the experiment we issue BGP an-

nouncements for prefixes we control; Figure 1 illustrates

the elementary propagation pattern of our beacon prefix

pairs in the Internet. The experiment uses two almost

identical prefixes from the same origin, since both are

likely to be propagated in the same way. Therefore,

any differences in the propagation could indicate either

manual interventions to the BGP best path selection

algorithm or may be consequences of ROV filtering. To

find the alteration in the path propagation we obtain and

analyze BGP table dumps in MRT format ([RFC6396]

[24]) from public BGP collectors - RIPE RIS and Route

Views Project.

Fig. 1: Control-plane experiment

A. Experimental Evaluation

All available paths X = {Πi|∀i} each consisting of

prefix and AS-path: Πi = (pi,πi), are gathered from

the vantage point BGP table dumps. The paths for our

beacon prefixes P1,P2: XP1,P2
= {Πi|∀i, pi =P1∨ pi =P2}

are selected. AS-path π =(a1,a2, . . . ,an) from each path

in XP1,P2
has to be obtained and categorized according to

the route origin an compliance to the relevant ROA. The

path can be either valid or invalid with respect to the

currently published ROA. We define a validity symbol

for path Π and ROA set ρ .

v(Π,ρ) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 if Π = (p,π),π = (a1,a2, . . . ,an)∧
∧(p,an) ∈ ρ

0 otherwise

All paths Π from XP1,P2
and the values v(Π,ρ) were

collected in both measurement time frames ρ1 (February

2017 - May 2017) and ρ2 (June 2017). This data yields

groups of ASNs that falls into the following categories:

(1) ASN a that occur in a path that is invalid with

respect to a valid ROA: ∃Π = (p,π),a ∈ π ∧ v(Π,ρ) =
0,ρ ∈ {ρ1,ρ2}.

(2) ASNs a that occur only in paths Π = (p,π),a∈ π
that are compliant to ROA v(Π,ρ) for ρ ∈ {ρ1,ρ2}.

(3) ASNs a that satisfy the condition (2) and we have

seen paths {(P1,(. . . ,a, . . .))ρ1 ,(P2,(. . . ,a, . . .))ρ1 ,
(P1,(. . . ,a, . . .))ρ2 ,(P2,(. . . ,a, . . .))ρ2} ⊆ Xρ1,ρ2

P1,P2
that tra-

verses a for both prefixes P1,P2 in both time frames

ρ1,ρ2.

(4) ASNs a that satisfy the condition (2) and we

have seen at least two of four paths (P1,(. . . ,a, . . .))ρ1 ,

(P2,(. . . ,a, . . .))ρ1 , (P1,(. . . ,a, . . .))ρ2 , (P2,(. . . ,a, . . .))ρ2

that traverses a for at least one prefix of P1,P2 in two

different time frames ρ1,ρ2.

The first case indicates that an AS a is not filtering

out prefixes that fail ROA validation. Nonetheless, it

is still possible that the AS could be de-preferring

the non-compliant paths and the alternative compliant

path was not available. The second case contains the

ASes that do not transmit any non-compliant path in

our experiment and could possibly filter or de-prefer
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the non-compliant paths. This can be considered as an

upper bound of the measurement. The third case is

a subset of the second one: An AS qualifies for this

category if we have evidence that it follows ROA for

both prefixes in both time frames. Therefore the AS is

very likely to filter BGP announcements according to

ROV results or it can solely depend on an upstream

AS that satisfies this condition. This category can be

considered as a lower bound ROV acting AS. Manual

analysis is then needed to remove false positives in ROV

upstream dependents. The fourth case is a subset of

the second and a superset of the third. It selects ASNs

that we have no negative evidence about and there is a

positive evidence that shows that the AS filters ROAs

for at least one prefix in each measurement period.

This category is defined because the requirements for

the third one proved to be excessively strict. The third

case requires the validating AS to receive the valid

path for each prefix, which is not assured nor expected

in all cases and therefore it generates false negatives.

Thus we introduced the relaxed criteria (4) that helps

us overcome this limitation.

The criteria are crafted to work with the two mea-

surement rounds that are using the same prefixes and

reversed ROAs to minimize possibility of false positives.

There are still unpredictable factors, such as traffic

engineering, that contribute to the path selection and

certain combinations can accidentally select valid paths.

However, it is unlikely to happen twice in short time

periods and also to correctly react on reversing ROAs.

B. Data Analysis and Results

The presented results are consolidated and processed,

and element counts of the previously explained groups

are derived from RouteViews and RIPE RIS MRT

dumps. The procedure involved downloading the MRT

dumps after more than 24 hours after the first pub-

lication of ROAs and after injection of the prefixes

from both origin sources and after the subsequent ROA

changes. We repeated the analysis 3 times with variable

delay among attempts and no significant difference has

been detected in the entire result set.

The observed categories yielded following counts:

• Observed paths for both beacon prefixes: 696

• Total ASNs in the observed AS-paths: 296

• AS ROV categories:

(1) No validation (negative evidence): 250 (84.5%)

(2) Possible validation (upper bound): 46 (15.5%)

(3) Proved validation: 0

(4) Probable validation: 4 (1.35%)

The small scale and coverage limitation of this ap-

proach apparently affected the results and generated a

low number of observed ASes. The reason lies in the

routing concentration in the Internet - most of the paths

take route through a limited number of core ASes. Since

the experiment was based on a fixed beginning of the

paths, the only unique part in most of them was the

ending of the path. However, the vantage points have

in certain cases multiple peerings with one end ASN,

which decreases the observation diversity of 696 paths

to only 296 unique ASNs in combined AS-paths.

In contrast the coverage limitation could introduce

positive bias. Arguably, the reason for obtaining fa-

vorable percentage of probable validating autonomous

systems lies in the fact that the ASes that sponsor

peerings with the vantage points count among the most

progressive and technologically developed places in the

Internet.

Moreover, control-plane analysis is affected by a

known fundamental limitation: Route servers in most

Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) do not include their

ASN in AS-path and therefore a credit for dropping in-

valid prefixes might be given to the first AS downstream

even though the filtering happens on the route server. In

this case the ROV observation might be also lost if the

downstream AS generates a negative evidence point as

well.

IV. Traceroute Probes from RIPE Atlas

The most significant flaw of the control-plane analysis

is limited visibility due to the low number of vantage

points and thus insufficient Internet coverage. We strive

to obtain representative data for the entire Internet.

To employ more remote observation points we include

a data-plane measurement. The method of choice for

getting structurally similar data as in the control-plane

measurement is remotely executed traceroute. RIPE

Atlas [25] platform has been selected in order to run

traceroute on several thousands remote points and col-

lect the results in a uniform and machine-readable way.

A. Experimental Evaluation

Taking advantage of RIPE Atlas allows us to expand

our experiment to more than 7.700 remote points. Figure

2 illustrates the setup of our experimental evaluation.

Two consecutive traceroute runs are executed on each

probe in our testing set. The first traceroute is directed

to an IP address from the prefix P1 and the second one

to P2. Each traceroute result
−→
T ≡ (t1, t2, . . . , tn) contains

a lists of IP addresses that can be translated to a path

Π = (p,(A(t1),A(t2), . . . ,A(tn)) where p is the prefix of

traceroute destination and A(t) is symbol for resolving

ASN for the router IP address t. With the derived path

for each traceroute result we create a set of all obtained

virtual paths X ′P1,P2
and apply the reasoning from the

previous section on these paths.
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Fig. 2: RIPE Atlas traceroute experiment

The main difference lies in data acquisition and

analysis method that has to be adapted for larger scale

and for more significant noise level in traceroute data.

However, the expected number of ASNs meeting the

previously set criteria is still low. Thus, the results can

be still manually checked, false positives removed and

the positive results verified with the AS administrators

or from external sources.

B. Data Analysis and Results

The RIPE Atlas results are convoluted from multiple

measurements, that have to be scheduled separately due

to RIPE Atlas restrictions on number of probes and

maximum daily credit. Despite the limitations, it is still

possible to emulate the control-plane measurement to

a great extent. A new aspect in these measurements is

the need for addressing data-plane noise, Atlas probe

failures, misconfigured firewalls or other factors that

cause incomplete or missing traceroute results. Figure

3 illustrates the noise effects, by plotting raw results

of traceroute pairs comparison in a single measurement

round.
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Fig. 3: Resolved Atlas pairs

The traceroute probe batches have been sent three

times in each measurement period. The results were

extracted, recombined to form the probe pairs and the

traceroute results were transformed into derived virtual

AS-paths for further categorization. The combined ex-

periment statistics:

• Probes utilized in both time frames: 7730

• Identical path pairs: 7554 (97.7%)

• Different path pairs: 137 (1.8%)

• Incomplete pairs: 39 (0.5%)

The path pairs have been resolved to virtual AS-

paths and the analysis identical to the control-plane

measurement has been conducted. It yielded following

AS ROV categories:

(1) No validation (negative evidence): 2043 (97.0%)

(2) Possible validation (upper bound): 49 (2.3%)

(3) Proved validation: 2 (0.1%)

(4) Probable validation: 12 (0.5%)

V. TCP SYN+ACK Capture

The control-plane measurement is limited by the low

number of vantage points and low number of their

peers, ranging in several hundreds. The RIPE Atlas

measurement extended this range to a few thousand in-

dependent viewpoints. To extend the experiment further

and measure ROV in larger portion of the Internet we

perform active probing of servers.

A. Experimental Evaluation

The method is based on sending TCP connection

initiation segments. Destination IP addresses are taken

from 1.25M-top Alexa [23] top websites. The original

list has been reduced to approximately 677K unique

IP addresses suitable for the experiment. We call them

d1,d2, ...,dN . Two distinct TCP SYN segment probes are

sent to each destination di. A specific source IP address

that lies in prefix P1 is used for the first probe and an

IP address from P2 for the second probe. Our list of

destinations contains mostly HTTP servers and therefore

the probes are sent to a destination port 80/tcp to

maximize the number of replies we get from the remote

hosts. The TCP SYN+ACK replies from the destinations

di are sent and routed to the probe source IP addresses

in the prefixes P1 and P2. We capture the TCP reply

segments as they are routed towards the probe source

IP addresses into the ASes A1 or A2 and we identify

the probe destination, the reply receiving ASN and the

probe source IP prefix. The desired coverage extension

comes at a price of limited routing information that is

extracted from each individual measurement. To reliably

resolve a routing path that the reply packets take we

have to adjust the objective of the experiment: We find

destinations that benefit from the filtering provided by

ROV to determine the number of protected sites in our

destination set, instead of trying to identify individual

ASes implementing ROV as in the two previous cases.

Figure 4 shows the routing patterns for the probe replies.

It follows the path propagation difference scheme and

exploits the equal idea as in the previous two sections.
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Fig. 4: TCP SYN+ACK reply capturing experiment

Even though we rely on the same attributes of BGP

path selection algorithm as in the previous experiments,

the structure and quality of data in this setup are

completely different. The experiment output consist

of pcap files that contain captured packets with the

destination IP address lying in the prefixes P1 and P2.

The files were obtained from the ASes A1 and A2 in

each measurement time frame ρ1 and ρ2.

Let R(d,P,A,ρ) be an indicator of response reception

from d to an IP address in prefix P in AS A and assume

that ROA set ρ was in effect at that time. We define

symbols:

v′(d,A,ρ)=

⎧⎨
⎩

1 if ∀P ∈ {P1,P2},R(d,P,A,ρ) = 1 =⇒
=⇒ (P,A) ∈ ρ

0 otherwise

and

v′(d,A,ρ) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 if ∃P ∈ {P1,P2},R(d,P,A,ρ) = 1∧
∧(P,A) /∈ ρ

0 otherwise

and

v′′(d,A,ρ) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 if ∃P ∈ {P1,P2},R(d,P,A,ρ) = 1∧
∧(P,A) ∈ ρ

0 otherwise

The first symbol v′ is an indicator of probe desti-

nations d that in time frame ρ delivered into AS A
only replies to an address in the correct prefix according

to the valid ROA set. The second symbol v′ indicates

destinations that at least once delivered a response to AS

A, which contradicted ROA in time frame ρ . The last

symbol v′′ is an indicator of destinations d that delivered

at least one reply in time frame ρ to AS A according to

valid ROAs. Using these symbols we can define groups

of destination IP addresses. The obvious definition for

upper bound group is

{d|∀i, j ∈ {1,2} : v′(d,Ai,ρ j) = 1∧ v′(d,Ai,ρ j) = 0}
However, this upper bound proves to be too permissive,

because it contains all destinations that we have no

negative evidence for. It includes even the destinations

that do not respond to any of our probes. More precise

requirements set yields the following sets:

(1) {d|∃A ∈ {A1,A2},∃ρ ∈ {ρ1,ρ2} : v′(d,A,ρ) = 1}
(2) {d|∀ρ ∈ {ρ1,ρ2}∃A ∈ {A1,A2} : v′′(d,A,ρ) = 1∧

∧ v′(d,A,ρ) = 0}
(3) Remaining destination IP addresses that do not

fall into any of the previous groups.

The first group contains the prefixes that responded

to the wrong origin AS at least once in our experiment.

This group contains all destinations that are not pro-

tected by ROV. The second set contains the destinations

for which we have at least two positive evidence points

from two different time frames, hence this set contains

the destinations that are likely to be protected by ROV.

Destinations that do not respond at all, do not respond

to most of our probes or responded randomly falls to

the last group, that can be considered as unknown and

unresolvable.

In this experiment a considerable noise has to be fil-

tered or addressed otherwise. The distortion of observed

routing can be caused by different factors ranging from

load balancing techniques that produce random routing,

traffic engineering, misconfiguration, network outages

and ongoing changes in the Internet topology. To cancel

out the effects of random packet drops we send multiple

probes to our destinations. The complete measurement

rounds have to be repeated several times with 24 hour

time frame to spot random routing changes. And the

results have to be combined together and fit into the

simplistic scheme outlined by our group definitions.

B. Data Analysis and Results

The results from the TCP probing are more difficult

to re-combine into pairs and post-process because of a

high number of various errors generated by the data-

plane. Figure 5 shows the number of lost replies and

mismatched packets - replies that have been received

from unknown sources, which were not queried, multi-

ple replies to one probe and incorrect replies in general.
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Fig. 5: Lost and mismatched TCP probes

Analysis of the pcap files according to the method

described above yielded the following groups of the

destination IP addresses:

(1) Unprotected by ROV: 632570 (93.30%)
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(2) Likely protected: 201 (0.03%)

(3) Unresolvable: 45163 (6.66%)

The results contain considerable number of unre-

solved destinations that failed to consistently respond

to at least one of the ASes A1, A2. The probing batches

consist of three uniform probes sent with approximately

3 second delays between them. Packet loss percentage

for each destination has been determined from all the

measurement batches and from both capturing points

in A1 and A2 combined together. The destination was

marked as unresolvable if it exhibited more than 90%

packet loss for at least one prefix of the prefixes P1 or

P2, because absence of the negative evidence in these

cases might be caused by packet loss rather than by

ROA validation. Moreover, we observed considerable

number of random routing cases (inconsistent routing

behavior within or among probing batches), they are

classified as unprotected in our experiment.

VI. Comparison of the Approaches

Figure 6 compares the results from the three methods.

We make the following observations: The higher per-

Control plane Atlas TCP probes
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Fig. 6: Results from all measurement methods

centage of protected entities found by the control-plane

analysis and the Atlas traceroute experiment indicates

that these measurement platforms are likely to introduce

positive selection bias towards progressive technologies

and better network management.

The active TCP probing experiment proved the ex-

pected fact, that Internet core autonomous systems do

not deploy ROV. However, there are indisputable ROV

deployments that have potential to protect certain por-

tion of regional traffic. Unfortunately we were not able

to find any large scale ROV deployment.

VII. Security Against BGP Prefix Hijacks

In this section we demonstrate the impact of current

ROV adoption on the security of the Internet against

BGP prefix hijacks. We then provide recommendations

for countermeasures.

A. Benefits from ROV Adoption

Our results indicate that very few ASes enforce ROV

– less than the previous evaluations showed [13], [21].

What does this mean for Internet security against prefix

hijacks? To answer this question we perform simula-

tions on empirically derived datasets. Our simulations

compute BGP routes using methods in [26], [27], [28]

over the CAIDA AS-connectivity graph from December

2016. Our results average over 106 combinations of

attacker and victim (i.e., the legitimate owner of IP

prefix) ASes, both selected uniformly at random from

the set of all ASes, as in [26], [28]. The results quantify

to which extent the Internet is secure against BGP

(sub)prefix hijacks given the ROV-supporting ASes that

we found through our experimental evaluation in pre-

vious sections. Figure 7 shows projected upper bound

of ROV adoption impact on number of autonomous

systems that would not be affected by the simulated

hijacking incidents and thus on routing security in the

Internet.
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Fig. 7: ROV adoption impact on routing security

The percentage of protected AS is unfortunately low.

Even the optimistic projection indicates that only a

small portion of the prefixes in the Internet could

benefit from ROV deployed in smaller ASes outside the

Internet core. Our results illustrate an even more gloomy

situation than [13] since they arbitrarily assigned prob-

abilities for adoption of ROV, while we use our set

containing ROV adopting ASes that we identified in

our study. Generally, low ROV coverage in the Internet

is not going to change unless the ASes at the core

enforce ROV. Only wide spread adoption of ROV can

help meeting the goal of considerable improvement in

the Internet routing security.

B. Countermeasures

Given the state of security against prefix hijacks,

adoption of ROV is paramount. However, as our results

show, ROV adoption is essentially non-existent. What

can we do to improve adotion of ROV? One of the

main obstacles towards wide enforcement of ROV is
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that network operators are concerned about loss of

traffic if they apply ROV. This is mainly due to the

many problematic ROAs, mostly due to errors in ROA

issuance and to lack of coordination between different

providers and customers. Our recommendation is a two-

step solution: detect erroneous ROAs and then apply

ROV only on ROAs that appear to be correct.

The first step can be performed using tools like

roalert.org, which validates whether an AS has a

valid ROA. In the second step the network can identify

and then ignore the problematic ROAs and filter BGP

announcements only according to ‘good’ ROAs.

VIII. Conclusions

ROV enforcement by ASes is critical to protecting the

Internet against BGP prefix hijacks. Previous efforts

on measuring ROV adoption focused on uncontrolled

[13] and controlled [21] control-plane experiments. We

demonstrate that control-plane provides an inaccurate

estimate of the number and percentage of ROV adopters.

We provide two new approaches and describe our ex-

periments based on them. We show that the percentage

of adopters is smaller than found in previous research.

We also demonstrate that the current ROV-enforcing

ASes have only a negligible impact on the Internet

security. We provide recommendations for tackling the

main problem hindering wide deployment of ROV - the

erroneous ROAs.
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